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11. EU Investment in Energy Supply
for Europe
Carlo Jaeger, Diana Mangalagiu, and Jonas Teitge

Introduction
A central element of the European Green Deal is the commitment of the EU to become
climate neutral by 2050. Against that backdrop, the European Commission promises a
“shift from strategy to delivery” in 2021, and the 2021 EU climate law states that the EU
will reduce greenhouse gas emissions by at least 55% by 2030 compared to 1990. The
“Fit for 55 Package” is wide-ranging in scope, encompassing renewables, delivering
on the “energy efficiency first” principle, energy performance of buildings, land use,
energy taxation, effort sharing and emissions trading.1 It goes without saying that this
requires the multiannual financial framework (MFF) 2021–27 to allocate resources
accordingly.
The unprecedented measures taken in the spring of 2020 by the EU to counter the
unprecedented crisis triggered by the spread of the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 have
been designed in the spirit of “building back better”: they shall not simply get the EU
economy back on the trajectory it was on before the crisis, rather they shall help switch
this huge economy to an ambitious trajectory that realises the European Green Deal.
One of many aspects of this endeavour is the allocation of public investment
resources for the energy supply for Europe. Such resources fall into three categories.
First, there are those mobilised in the 2021–27 MFF. Second, there are the exceptional
resources made available through what Olaf Scholz, the German minister of finance,
labelled as a Hamilton moment for Europe (more about this below): the decision that
the EU would raise €750 bn (at 2018 prices) on the international financial markets.
Eventually, these resources were grouped under the label Next Generation EU
(NGEU). And third, there are the resources that the European Investment Bank, EIB,
by its mandate, can regularly raise on the same markets.
1	“Energy efficiency first” is one of the key principles of the Energy Union, intended to ensure secure,
sustainable, competitive and affordable energy supply in the EU. The adaptation of the EU ETS,
covering 40% of Europe’s emissions, is seen as the central instrument for reducing GHG emissions in
the “Fit for 55” package.
© Chapter Authors, CC BY 4.0 https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0280.11
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With regards to investment for the energy supply for Europe, estimates for the
resulting numbers in 2021 are collated in Tables 1a, 1b, and 1c (see the Annex for
sources and explanations).
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Table 1a, 1b, 1c: EU Investment in Energy Supply for Europe in 2021
For sources and supplementary information, see the Annex.

The total over the three budgets is €46.8 bn. The three totals come with leverage rates
for investments of various kinds that will be discussed in more detail below. For the
MFF, a reasonable leverage ratio is 1.2, leading to an enhanced amount in the order of
€4.1 bn. For NGEU, a reasonable leverage ratio is 1.5, leading to an enhanced amount
in the order of €50.1 bn. For the EIB, a reasonable rate is 2, yielding €20 bn. All three
together then amount to an investment flow of €74.2 bn. To put these numbers in
perspective, one needs to consider some implications of the 55% reduction goal of the
EU for 2030.
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11.1 The 2030 Challenge
Several studies (EEA 2020; Agora Energiewende & Ecologic Institute 2021) based on
EU Long-Term Strategy and European Green Deal project at least a 10% gap for EU
emissions reductions in its current baseline scenarios for 2030. They also estimate that
in the 2021–30 period the EU will need to invest €35–88 bn per year more for buildings
and transport alone. Despite significant climate financing allocated in the European
Green Deal, EU financing alone will not close the projected investment gap. McKinsey
& Company (2020) state that an average incremental investment of €160 bn per year is
needed for the 2021–30 period. Of this amount, 31% (€50 bn) is allocated to buildings
and 12% (€19 bn) is allocated to transport.
In 2019, 69.3% of all energy in the EU was produced from fossil fuels, namely coal
(11.6%), oil and petroleum products (34.5%), and natural gas (23.1%) (all numbers
from Eurostat 2021a). Renewable energies made up 15.8% of the total, nuclear
accounted for 13.5%. A 55% reduction of emissions implies a reduction of fossil fuels in
the order of 30% of total energy use (38% if the fossil fuel mix should stay unchanged).
To replace this with renewables, the EU would have to triple the present production
of renewable energy within ten years. Alternatively, one might double the amount of
both renewables and of nuclear. The contribution of renewable energy sources showed
a stable growth, having already surpassed coal in 2018 and further increasing in 2019.
Coal decreased by 19.7% in 2019 and reached the record lowest value since 1990.
One may try to boost this process by importing renewable energy from outside
the EU. Presently, about 60% of fossil fuels used in the EU are imported (Eurostat
2021a). In principle, large scale imports of renewable energy are feasible, e.g., as green
hydrogen or via high-voltage direct power transmission. But this presupposes the
establishment of large infrastructures and institutional arrangements that are hardly
feasible before 2030.
A different option is the reduction of energy use, often labelled as increasing
energy efficiency (European Commission 2020). A reduction of energy use by one
third in the nine years remaining until 2030 is not impossible, but hard to achieve and
definitely harder without increasing the EU’s current energy efficiency target (32.5%
for 2030). The 55% reduction could then be achieved by doubling renewable energy
generation. Clearly, this requires massive investments in wind and solar power plants,
combined with similarly massive investments in power grids. Green hydrogen may
play an increasing role, but it will hardly reach a sufficient volume to make a huge
difference by 2030.
In view of the energy supply for Europe, the upshot of this analysis is that the 2030
goal will require unprecedent investments in renewables. So far, the highest investment
in Europe in wind energy alone took place in 2016, when it reached €46.8 bn for a total
new capacity of 20.2 GW, followed by 2020 with 42.8 for 19.6 GW (Figure 1).
With the previous, less ambitious targets for 2030, total annual investment needs
for wind, solar, transmission, distribution, and storage were estimated in the range
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Fig. 1 New Asset Finance in Wind Energy 2011–20 (GW and € bn).
Source of data: Wind Europe (2021).

of €95–145 bn (Trinomics 2017). With the raised ambition of the -55% target, €150
bn is more realistic. The leveraged figure of about €75 bn from Tables 1 a, 1b, and 1c
may give the impression that the door for those investments is wide open. However,
these numbers are for the envisaged disbursements from the EU to member states, the
actual investments will come with a delay. What is more, the grant allocations last for
three years only, allocation of loans for two years. Front loading these financial flows
is appropriate for the purposes of economic recovery, but for the needed changes in
energy supply up to 2030 they cannot suffice.
Of course, additional investments for renewable energy supply can and will be
induced by specific regulation and increasing CO2 prices. The political, economic,
and technological obstacles to be overcome EU-wide, however, are substantial. And
without further measures to stimulate effective demand, these politically induced
investments will crowd out other investments, putting a drag on growth and thereby
employment in other sectors.
The macroeconomic impact of EU investments in energy supply must not be
overestimated. In 2019, gross investment in the EU was 22.1% of GDP, i.e., €3.1 bn. Of
these, energy supply investments of €150 bn would make up 1% of EU GDP. As long
as they are mainly shifted from other sectors and lasting only two or three years, the
overall economic impact will be limited.
A substantial positive effect, however, can be reached if EU energy supply
investments will be additional and steady until 2030 or later. We are well aware of
how contentious the debate about such possibilities is (Amato et al. 2020; Arnold et
al. 2018; Bini-Smaghi 2021; Schäuble 2021). Unfortunately, the debate is still rather
obsessively focused on the volume of public debt. But the historical breakthrough of
the original Hamilton moment, the compromise struck between Hamilton, Jefferson,
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and Madison in 1790, was not about an increase of public debt (public debt was only
shifted from single states to the US), but about the creation of an effective market
for US bonds. Without this market, the US would never have achieved its impressive
successes. Nowadays, the financing and possible success of the European Green Deal
are tied to an analogous challenge.
Whether the Franco-German compromise of 2020 will usher in a Hamiltonian
dynamic for the European Green Deal remains to be seen. It will critically depend on
whether Germany will develop the will and competence to become the benevolent
catalyst of a European Renaissance, or whether it will stick to a mercantilist
interpretation of its national interest.

11.2 Employment and Geography
In terms of economic variables, the energy sector is a small part of the economy (Taylor
2021). We have seen this by comparing investment in the energy sector with overall
investment. The same holds when considering employment. However, the effects of
decarbonisation on employment are a big topic, especially as decarbonisation is being
pursued in a global context of digitalisation. A closer look at employment is warranted,
especially in view of the European Green Deal.
Table 2 shows a breakdown of employment in the energy sector, broadly defined,
for EU28 from 2010 to 2018. Taking Brexit into account, employment in the EU27 by
now is somewhat below 2 million people. The number of employees in the EU27 in
turn is in the order of 220 million: the energy sector amounts to less than 1% of total
employment. Table 2 also suggests that the bulk of energy sector jobs is in electricity, gas,
steam and air conditioning supply. An emissions reduction of 55% by 2030 is unlikely
to reduce the number of jobs in this domain; quite the opposite: the transformation of
the energy system will require more craftspeople and professionals able to handle the
new devices and technologies to be introduced.
Table 2: Employment of the EU28 Energy Sector, 2010–18 (Czako 2020).

Thousands
Mining and Coal Lignite

2010
331.2

2015
294.5

2016
274.1

2017
258.9

2018
247.6

Extraction of Crude
Petroleum and Natural Gas
Extraction of Peat
Support Activities for
Petroleum and Natural Gas
Extraction
Manufacture of Coke and
refined Petroleum Products

103.8

88.9

81.4

70.0

60.7

11.1
47.7

11.1
56.8

9.9
48.0

9.7
41.4

9.7
41.4

218.7

190.0

186.5

188.6

193.6
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Thousands
Electricity, Gas, Steam and
Air Conditioning Supply

2010
1645.3

2015
1550.5

2016
1553.0

2017
1546.0

2018
1569.1

Broad Sector Total
Employment

2357.9

2191.8

2152.9

2114.5

2122.0

Of course, things may look very different in other sectors. But as far as the energy
sector is concerned, the challenge at the scale of the EU labour market as a whole
concerns about 0.25% of the total labour force. Regular fluctuations on the labour
market are much larger than this. However, here we are faced with half a million people
concentrated in regions where the fossil fuel-based energy sector plays a prominent
role. Whether employment in a coal-mining region can turn into jobs focused on
generating wind and solar power is far from obvious. How to address the challenge
these regions are faced with is a hard problem that needs and deserves in-depth
research (for an example of research in this direction, see https://tipping-plus.eu).
When looking at employment, geography matters. In the EU and especially the
Eurozone, this is particularly relevant with regard to the divergence of the Eurozone
(Gräbner et al. 2020). In the Next Generation EU package, this divergence is addressed
by allocating the largest budget to Italy and the second largest to Spain.
Looking first at Italy, one of the most pressing problems is indeed the one of
employment (the following numbers are from https://tradingeconomics.com): at
the time of writing, the unemployment rate is larger than 10% for Italy as a whole,
with youth unemployment higher than 30%. Moreover, unemployment is heavily
concentrated in the south of Italy. The plan for how the Italian government, led by
former ECB president Mario Draghi, intends to use the money from the EU pandemic
recovery funds reflects this challenge (MEF 2021; Johnson and Fleming 2021). The
priority is on digitalisation and high-speed rail. These technological investments shall
help increase productivity across the whole of Italy, including both the private and the
public sector. They are explicitly planned in the perspective of the European Green
Deal, but with an emphasis on energy renewal of the—private and public—buildings
more than on expanding renewable energy generation. This makes perfect sense, as
construction has a much larger potential for job creation than the energy sector. And
according to the European Commission (2020) the contribution of energy efficiency
to the -55% reduction goal for 2030 is as important as the expansion of renewables
generation. Last but not least, by improving train connections across Italy, explicitly
aiming at sustainable mobility at the local scale, and strengthening the health sector
shattered by the pandemic, tourism can rebound as a key sector of the Italian economy.
The details of the Italian plan are sound, and the argument from the previous
section applies here, too: it will be crucial to avoid the temptation of a new austerity
cycle in the coming years and instead stabilise the measures undertaken as a reaction
to the pandemic at least until the 2030 goal has been reached.
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The situation in Spain is similar in many respects, although internal tensions
are presently making the task of forming a common will even more difficult than
in Italy. At the time of writing, the unemployment rate is in the order of 15%, with
youth unemployment at nearly 40% (numbers from https://tradingeconomics.com).
For good reasons, the goals are similar to those in Italy: strengthen employment and
foster growth (Gobierno de España 2021; Lázaro Touza 2020). Given the structure
of the Spanish economy, including its tourist sector, the plan has a strong focus on
supporting SMEs. Again, digitalisation is high priority, as is sustainable mobility.
Generation of renewable energy is included, but not at a scale that would change the
energy supply for the EU or the growth rate of the Spanish economy. However, a longterm strategy in the direction of green hydrogen production is embedded in the plan,
as is an emphasis on science, technology, and education.
When it comes to renewable energy supply for Europe, the big difference in the
present decade will not come from the countries prioritised by Next Generation EU,
but from countries like Germany and Denmark, who can expand renewable generation
with domestic means if they avoid a return to austerity.

11.3 “There is No Alternative” or Experimentalist Governance?
When thinking about a historical project like the European Green Deal, one may be
forgiven for imagining it as defined by necessities that are as inevitable as they are
foreseeable. The whole process is then governed by “TINA”: there is no alternative.
Once this perspective is embraced, the transition to a climate neutral Europe starts
looking like a journey on trains with well specified timetables, clearly foreseeable
transfers from one train to another, and a sense of safety strengthened by smoothly
running organisations. Expanding the generation of renewable energies can be
envisaged with such a mindset, too, and in many contexts this is the way to go. But
there is danger in ignoring the fact that contexts change, and often in unexpected ways.
An important example is the idea of leveraging large private investments with small
public ones. As we have seen, the public investment in renewable energy financed
through the combination of MFF, NGEU, and EIB is quite small; first, because the
largest annual budget, the one of NGEU, is designed for no more than three years,
and second, because for perfectly understandable reasons the main recipients of
NGEU funds, while determined to use them for a broad ecological transition, don’t
focus on large-scale expansion of renewable energy generation. In this situation, the
idea of leveraging large private investment through small public ones is comforting.
In fact, there is overwhelming evidence to the effect that there are contexts where
such leverage is considerable, but there is also evidence for contexts where the effect
is much smaller (Boitani and Perdichizzi 2018). Moreover, while some of the relevant
contexts are known (economic recessions vs economic booms), many of them defy
easy definition (e.g., through output gaps; see Heimberger and Kapeller 2016).
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In the case of NGEU, the leverage ratio boils down to the multiplier linking
government expenditure to effective demand. As NGEU funds are disbursed in
situations of economic crisis, high unemployment, capacity underutilisation, and
strong incentives for investing in renewable energy, the leverage of 1.5 used in Section
1 is a conservative estimate. The same holds for those MFF expenditures that go into
investment for expanding capacity of renewable energy generation. ITER and Euratom
are not in this category (if some day nuclear fusion should really work, the whole
analysis about renewables might have to change—but that’s certainly irrelevant for the
present decade). That’s why for MFF a leverage of 1.2 is more appropriate.
The EIB presents a fundamentally different situation. First, the EIB engages
in co-financing of investments. From the point of view of the investor, alternative
co-financing is usually available, although often at somewhat less advantageous
conditions. Many profitable investments co-financed by the EIB would still take place
with other co-financing partners. Simply using the ratio of the total investment volume
to the EIB contribution as a leverage factor is misleading. On the other hand, the EIB
does encourage and sometimes trigger investments—especially by public authorities—
that would not take place otherwise. That’s why a leverage factor of 2, i.e., somewhat
higher than for NGEU, is a reasonable estimate in this case.
In the past two decades, the EU economy, like smaller and even bigger economies,
has experienced diversity of contexts and their often unforeseen changes on two
dramatic occasions: the Global Financial Crisis and the COVID-19 pandemic. Perhaps
no surprises of that scale will happen during the transition to climate neutrality, but for
sure surprises will happen. This is where the concept of experimentalist governance
(Sabel and Zeitlin 2012; see also Foray and Woerter 2021) matters for the expansion of
renewable energies as well as for other dimensions of the European Green Deal.
Experimentalist governance can build on the diversity of regional contexts by
creating conditions that allow and enable different regions to implement different
strategies. For this purpose, regions need a safety net to engage in risky endeavours.
And if they succeed, they need to share their learning experience with others without
trying to impose a simplistic recipe. In this spirit, a Spanish region may aggressively
explore the options for green hydrogen, while a region in Italy may gather experience
with methanol gained from air capture of CO2 in a circular economy perspective (Olah
et al. 2018).
Public and private investments in expanding renewable energy generation offer
scope for strategic leadership, e.g., in expanding offshore wind wherever it is possible
and reasonable. And they offer scope for complementary approaches in different
regional contexts as illustrated above. What matters is to combine the diversity of
experiences needed to navigate future surprises with the perseverance of pursuing
the opportunity created by the near-Hamilton moment in the midst of the COVID-19
pandemic.
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ANNEX: Background for Tables 1a, 1b, 1c
MFF
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EIB
Budget item
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Calculation
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